
Day  17 (Fish) Hook motif 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  
 
NANCY   YOUR DEEP SCAR WORK IS NOT COMING THROUGH ON DE’VIA CENTRAL 
 
 

 
Kat Brockway 
"Gone CI-Fishing!" 
Art app on iPad 
Description: A money-grabber gone fishing and hook the next victim for a CI implant 
on the deck while poor victims fighting to stay afloat for help 
 



 
David Call 
The Cochlear Implant Bait 
Graphite  
 
 

 



 
Patti Durr 
TROLLING 
Graphite  
9 x 12  
[with detail] 
Description:  drawing of a young AG Bell in a boat with a large ringing bell and a 
bent fishing rod. The fishing hook & lure has caught a Deaf child 
 



 
Storme Ren Heidi 
'it speaks for itself' -literally and figuratively, as someone who speaks and chose not 
to, my poking and prodding was different, no less disgusting.  
Mixed media 



 
Hinda Kasher 
Baby motif affirmative and 
hook motif resistance, 
The Future Generation 
Home Depot Pencil 
2015 
This is actual drawing of my great niece, Zisela Madalyn, born deaf to both parents 
of deaf families. Truthfully, I am worried about her future. There are two different 
views; one is the great love for De'VIA education. The other is our enemy, the CI 
propaganda, and they continue to swarm everywhere in sight. 
 
 
 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
Fishing for ASL 
 
 
 
Deep Scar 
size 11 inch by 14 inch 
oil on canvas 
by Nancy Rourke 
This painting is about a Deaf adult who has a deep scar, painful memories and never 
forgets what happened in the past when in oral school. The red hand shows a "hook" 
and cut the forehead, bleeding and tears coming down from eyes. In the background 
shows AGB whips a Deaf Horse 
http://www.nancyrourke.com/agbwhipsdeafhorse.htm and at the bottom shows 
Mask of Benevolence http://www.nancyrourke.com/maskbenevolence.htm These 
two paintings have descriptions that explain about oralism. 
 

http://www.nancyrourke.com/agbwhipsdeafhorse.htm
http://www.nancyrourke.com/maskbenevolence.htm


 
Ken McBroom 
"My Hook" 
Collage 
 



 
Roberta Merrill 
"The Truth Behind Humane" 
 
AG Bell see us something, Not someone ~ 
 
 



 
Laurie Rose Mohanan 
"Hands Eater" 
InkFlow iPad app 
Description:  I have been struggling of idea to draw related to hooks. Then I had bad 
week already and I am just exhausted and discouraged (About my projects.) I just 
wanted to skip tonight but my guts telling me to keep going. So this drawing means 
big corporation monster are being greedy by eating the ASL hands. I don't know if it 
is trippy or good. Lol. 
 



 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
"Sink or Swim" 
Image looks like swimmer is underwater swimming upwards with flippers. Light 
teal water with yellow-orange sky. Waves on top of water in shape of hands. On 
bottom are mouths in different states of movements. One mouth has a fishline and 
hook attached to swimmer's leg 
 

 
Teresa Davisson Newman 
"Skeleton Hook" 
8x11.5 pink paper 
Color pencils, markers, glitter 
 
 
 
 



 
Nancy Rourke 
Deep Scar 
size 11 inch by 14 inch 
oil on canvas 
 
This painting is about a Deaf adult who has a deep scar, painful memories and never 
forgets what happened in the past when in oral school. The red hand shows a "hook" 
and cut the forehead, bleeding and tears coming down from eyes. In the background 
shows AGB whips a Deaf Horse 
http://www.nancyrourke.com/agbwhipsdeafhorse.htm and at the bottom shows 
Mask of Benevolence http://www.nancyrourke.com/maskbenevolence.htm  
These two paintings have descriptions that explain about oralism. 



 
Diane Squires 
'Ear or Eye' 
iPad - ArtRage3 


